Reflexives are the source of ambiguity in many languages, including Czech. In this paper, we address Czech reflexives and their description in the dependency-oriented theory, Functional Generative Description. Our primary focus in this paper lies in the reflexives that form analogous syntactic structures as personal pronouns (e.g., Jan si / jí nevěří. 'John does not believe in himself / in her.'). In Czech (similarly as in other Slavic languages), these reflexives encode reflexivity or reciprocity, two closely related phenomena. We offer an in-depth analysis of both these phenomena and propose their description in lexicon and in grammar. Further, we clarify principles underlying ambiguity of reflexive and reciprocal constructions.
Introduction
Reflexives appear in a great number of languages. Due to an enormous diversity in their functions, their description represents a tricky task for any syntactic theory. A large number of analyses of reflexives apply methodological principles of a generative syntax, see esp. (Chomsky, 1981; Reinhart and Reuland, 1993; Pollard and Sag, 1992) , usually making an effort to provide their unified analysis. Recently, reflexives have been studied in individual languages as well as from a typological perspective, attesting their high ambiguity across languages, see esp. (Faltz, 1985; Geniušienė, 1987; Kemmer, 1993; Frajzyngier and Walker, 2000a; Frajzyngier and Walker, 2000b; König and Kokutani, 2006; Nedjalkov, 2007; König and Gast, 2008; Evans et al., 2011) . In this paper, we provide a description of various functions of reflexives in Czech and propose their representation in a dependency-oriented theory, namely in the Functional Generative Description (FGD henceforth) (Sgall et al., 1986; , with an emphasis put on the distribution of the linguistic information between lexicon and grammar, as two sides of the language description.
In Czech linguistics, reflexives are classified either as a part of verb lemmas or inflectional verb forms, or as the reflexive pronoun. The primary focus in this paper lies in the reflexives representing the reflexive pronoun occurring in reflexive and reciprocal constructions. We offer an in-depth analysis of the deep and surface syntactic structures of these constructions -in FGD, the former one roughly corresponding to the so-called tectogrammatical layer, i.e., a layer of the linguistically structured meaning, while the latter is represented by the so-called analytical layer, see esp. (Sgall et al., 1986; Hajič et al., 2018) . We thus provide a comprehensive account of these two related phenomena in verbal as well as nonverbal structures, which allows for generation of well-formed reflexive and reciprocal constructions. We follow and further deepen analysis of the description proposed in (Kettnerová and Lopatková, 2018b; Kettnerová and Lopatková, 2018a) putting under scrutiny other parts of speech than verbs as well.
Reflexives in the Functional Generative Description
While the classification of the long forms of the reflexive sebe/sobě/sebou as the reflexive pronoun does not pose any difficulties in Czech linguistics, the status of the reflexive clitics se/si is rather questionable. Their analysis is heavily dependent on the overall architecture of a linguistic theory within which it is conducted, see esp. (Karlík, 1999; Oliva, 2001; Medová, 2009; Veselý, 2018) . In FGD, reflexives are classified according to their function in the language system, i.e., functionally equivalent reflexives take the identical status in the language description, regardless of their clitic or long forms, see esp. (Panevová, 2001; . On the basis of their function, reflexives are distinguished into the reflexive pronoun and into the reflexives representing either parts of verb lemmas (often referred to as inherently or derived reflexive verbs, see below), or reflexive inflectional verb forms.
Reflexive Pronoun. In Czech, the reflexive pronoun has the long forms sebe/sobě/sebou or the clitic forms se/si; the clitic forms are available only in the prepositionless accusative case (se) and in the dative case (si). Only those reflexive clitics are treated as the reflexive pronoun that can change -depending on their position in a sentence -into long forms when stressed, see also (Komárek et al., 1986) . The reflexive pronoun -similarly as non-reflexive pronouns -fills one valency position of a predicate (a verb, a noun, an adjective or an adverb). In Czech, the reflexive pronoun, marking the referential identity between the filled position and another expression, encodes reflexivity (Section 3) or reciprocity (Section 4) .
In examples with the verb věřit 'to believe' (2), PAT of the verb, see the valency frame in (1), is filled with the reflexive pronoun in the clitic form (2a) or in the long form (2b), respectively, coreferring with Jan 'John' in the subject position given by ACT of the verb; in both variants the reflexive encodes reflexivity. Similarly, in examples (3) with the same verb, the reflexive pronoun in the clitic and long form, filling PAT, corefers with ACT of the verb; depending on the context, the reflexive pronoun marks either reflexivity, or reciprocity, see Figure 1a below.
(1) věřit imp f 'to believe': ACT 1 PAT 3,dcc 1
(2) a. Reflexives in Verb Lemmas. As parts of verb lemmas, only the clitic reflexives se and si occur (as such they cannot be stressed and they do not fill valency position of a verb). These clitic reflexives appear with reflexive tantum verbs (referred also to as inherently reflexive verbs), see example (4a) with the reflexive se as an obligatory part of the verb lemma blížit se 'to approach' and (4b) with si belonging to the verb lemma odpočinout si 'to rest' (Figure 1b ). Further, the clitic reflexives serve as derivational means, deriving reflexive verbs (referred also to as derived reflexive verbs) from irreflexive ones; the derivational process can have various semantic and/or syntactic motivations, 2 see examples with the verb budit 'to wake' (5a) and with the derived verb budit se 'to wake' (5b) (with the reflexive se marking decausativity) and examples with the verb pomáhat 'to help' (6a) and the derived verb pomáhat si 'to help' (6b) (with the reflexive si signaling inherent reciprocal meaning). 3 1 In valency frames, numbers stand for morphemic cases (1=nom, 2=gen, 3=dat, 4=acc, 6=loc, 7=instr) , possibly preceded by required prepositions, dcc stands for dependent content clauses (often referred to as nominal subordinate clauses), and pos represents possessive forms. As it is not relevant for our explanation here, we omit the information on obligatoriness from valency frames.
2 A detailed analysis of semantic and syntactic functions of the clitic reflexives se/si that serve as derivational means, providing an account for a possible difference in the distribution of these two clitics, has not been done for Czech yet. However, such an analysis goes beyond the scope of this paper; from the reflexives representing parts of verb lemmas, only the reflexives in lemmas of inherent reciprocal predicates are considered here in connection with reciprocity, see example (6b) and Section 4. 3 The clitic reflexives se and si occur also with the verbal nouns and present participles of verbs that are systematically derived by productive suffixes from verbs with reflexive lemmas; while with the present participles, the clitics are obligatory,
b. c. Figure 1 : The simplified tectogrammatical trees of sentences (3), (4b) and (7a), respectively. In tree (a), the dashed arrow indicates coreference, pointing from the reflexive pronoun to its antecedent; as ambiguous structures must be distinguished at the tectogramatical layer, this scheme represents -for the sake of brevity -two trees: one with the #Refl lemma and the other with #Rcp lemma, both standing for the reflexive pronoun, distinguishing its function. In tree (b), the reflexive is represented as the part of the verb lemma. In tree (c), the reflexive inflectional verb form is derived on the basis of grammatical rules conditioned by the value of the verbal grammateme 'deagentive' (not displayed), resulting in generalization of ACT (the lemma #Gen). For the annotation principles see esp. (Mikulová et al., 2006) . As for the representation of the clitic reflexives of the given type, they are recorded in the lexicon as parts of relevant lemmas.
Reflexives in Inflectional Verb Forms. With verbs, the clitic reflexive se can represent also a part of the reflexive verb form, which is characteristic of marked constructions of the deagentive and dispositional diatheses (also referred to as middle alternation), see examples (7a) and (7b), respectively. In this case, the clitic reflexive se serves as a voice marker, being thus an inflectional means; as such this reflexive does not occupy a valency position of a verb and it cannot be stressed.
The inflectional reflexive verb form brings about a shift of ACT of a verb from the subject position: in case of the deagentive diathesis, the ACT is elided from the surface (7a), see Figure 1c , and in case of the dispositional diatesis, it can be optionally expressed in the dative case (7b). e.g., bojící se 'having fear' (← bát se 'to fear') and stěžující si 'complaining' (← stěžovat si 'to complain'), with the verbal nouns, they are only optional, e.g. bání (se) 'fearing' and stěžování (si) 'complaining'. In both cases, the presence of the clitic reflexive is considered as evidence of the verbal character of these nouns and participles, see esp. (Dvořak, 2017) . These forms are left aside here. As for the representation of the deagentive and dispositional diatheses, syntactic changes in the surface structure of verbs can be captured by formal rules comprised in the grammar, while the applicability of these diatheses must be recorded in the lexicon as it is given by the lexical meaning of verbs to a great extent and as such it is not derivable from the valency structure of verbs itself.
Reflexivity and Its Encoding in Czech
Reflexivity represents language means expressing the fact that two semantic participants of a predicate have a single referent. In Czech linguistics, reflexivity has gained a lot of attention, see esp. (Havránek, 1928; Karlík, 1999; Dočekal, 2008; Medová, 2009; Hudousková, 2009 ). Within FGD, reflexivity has been studied esp. by Panevová (2001 Panevová ( , 2008 and her discussion with Oliva and others (Oliva, 2000; Oliva, 2001; Komárek, 2001; .
In Czech, reflexivity can characterize verbs (8a), nouns (8b), adjectives (9a) and sporadically adverbs (9b) (reflexivity of adverbs are left aside here due to data sparseness). A substantial role in its expression is played by the reflexive pronoun. 4 (8) Reflexive constructions can be described as a result of a morphosyntactic operation of reflexivization applied to a valency frame of a predicate. As the applicability of this operation cannot be derived from the valency structure itself, it must be provided with each relevant predicate in the lexicon. However, morphosyntactic patterns underlying reflexivity are so regular that they can be captured in the form of rules contained in the grammar. These patterns are further described below.
Reflexivity in Deep Structures. In the deep syntactic structure of reflexive constructions, the number and type of valency complementations of a predicate are preserved. Moreover, the mapping between semantic participants and valency complemenations 5 remains the same as in non-reflexive constructions, i.e, each semantic participant is mapped onto a single valency complementation. 6 The main difference lies in the fact that in reflexive constructions, two semantic participants refer to a single referent; as a result, the valency complementations involved in reflexivity are linked by a coreferential relation.
Let us demonstrate the operation of reflexivization on the verb uctívat / uctít 'to respect' and the deverbal noun úcta 'respect'. Both these predicates evoke two semantic participants, 'Cognizer' and 'Evaluee', mapped in both cases onto ACT and PAT, respectively, see the valency frames in (10) and (12). The mapping remains the same regardless whether 'Cognizer' and 'Evaluee' refer to different referents or to a single referent; however, in the latter case, the deep syntactic structure of these predicates is characterized by coreference between ACT and PAT, see examples (11) and (13) and their simplified dependency trees in Figure 2a and 2b. 7 Further, the adjective uctivý respectful, derived from the verb uctívat 'to respect', is characterized by the same set of semantic participants, Cognizer and Evaluee. However, from these participants, only the latter one can be syntactically structured as a valency complementation of the adjective; 8 this participant is mapped onto PAT, see the valency frame in (14). The participant Cognizer is typically syntactically structured outside adjectival structures, either as the governor of the adjective (15a), or as ACT of the copula verbs být 'to be' and stávat se / stát se 'to become' with the adjective (15b), see esp. (Boguslavsky, 2003) . As a consequence, the coreference relation links PAT of the adjective and either its governor, see Figure 2c , or ACT of copula verbs. 9 (10) uctívat imp f / uctít p f 'to respect': ACT 1 PAT 4,dcc (11) Reflexivity in Surface Structures. Surface positions provided by coreferring valency complementations of a predicate are indicated in the valency frames of the given predicate by morphemic forms. One of these surface position is occupied by the reflexive pronoun while the other is filled with its antecedent. 10 The reflexive pronoun can occupy various surface positions, direct or indirect objects (with verbs), attributes (with nouns) and adverbials (with verbs and adjectives). Predominantly, it has the long form, the clitic form of the reflexive pronoun is available only with verbs in the prepositionless dative or accusative 7 The valency structure of deverbal nouns typically corresponds to the valency structure of their base verbs, see esp. (Kolářová, 2014) . In case of primary nouns, valency of verbs with similar meanings should be taken into account, e.g., láska 'love' and milovat 'to love', see esp. (Piha, 1984) . 8 For specific valency properties of adjectives in Czech see esp. (Panevová, 1998; . 9 With deadjectival nouns, one valency complementation -typically ACT -is added to their valency frames that corresponds to the governor of their base adjectives or to ACT in constructions with copula verbs; compare, e.g., the valency frame of the adjective lhostejný 'indifferent': PAT k+3,vůči+3 (e.g.,člověk lhostejný k neštěstí PAT druhých 'a man indifferent to others' misery PAT ' andČlověk se stane lhostejným k neštěstí PAT druhých. 'A man became indifferent to others' misery PAT .') and the frame of the noun lhostejnost 'indifference' derived from this adjective: ACT 2,pos PAT k+3,vůči+3 (e.g., lhostejnostčlověka ACT k druhým PAT 'man's ACT indifference to others PAT '). 10 Further, reflexivity can be optionally emphasized by the expression sám 'alone', see examples in (11) and (15). As for the antecedent of the reflexive pronoun, with verbs, it is represented by subject provided by the valency complementation in nominative, typically ACT, see examples with the verb uctívat / uctít 'to respect' (11a-b) and its valency frame in (10). With deverbal nouns, the antecedent occupies the attribute position corresponding to subject of their respective base verbs; see the valency frame of the deverbal noun úcta 'respect' in (12) and example (13). With adjectives, the antecedent occupies the position of their governors or ACT of copula verbs, being thus external to adjectival structures, see examples (15a-b) with the adjective uctivý 'respectful' and its valency frame (14).
Reciprocity and Its Encoding in Czech
Reciprocity is understood here as language means expressing a semantic relation of mutuality. In Czech linguistics, reciprocity has not attracted much attention yet; even in summarizing grammars, it is mentioned only marginally, see esp. (Daneš et al., 1987; Grepl and Karlík, 1998) . The most elaborated analysis of reciprocity in Czech is provided within FGD, see (Panevová, 1999; Panevová and Mikulová, 2007) , being partially reflected in the Prague Dependency Treebank annotation scenario (henceforth PDT) (Hajič et al., 2018) . Reciprocity is characterized by the fact that two (or sporadically three) semantic participants of the situation denoted by a predicate are involved in a mutual relation and this mutual relation is linguistically structured within a single predicate structure. In Czech, verbs (16a), nouns (16b), adjectives (16c), and adverbs (16d) can function as reciprocal predicates (reciprocity of adverbs are left aside here as language data allowing for their analysis are too sparse). Within reciprocal predicates, two groups can be distinguished: lexical and syntactic reciprocal predicates. The former group of reciprocal predicates is limited in Czech; these predicates comprise the semantic trait of mutuality in their lexical meaning (e.g., debatovat 'to debate', dohodnout se 'to agree').
In contrast, the latter one is broader; it includes predicates that -despite not having the trait of mutuality -allow some of their participants to enter into this relation (e,g., děkovat 'to thank', budit 'to wake up sb'). 12 For expressing mutuality, syntactic reciprocal predicates make use of the morphosyntactic operation of reciprocalization, applied to their valency frames. 13 This operation can be applied to lexical reciprocal predicates as well, serving, however, a different function: it allows to make the affected semantic participants equal with respect to their participation in the event expressed by a predicate, see esp. (Gleitman et al., 1996) .
Similarly as for reflexivity, see Section 3, the applicability of the operation of reciprocalization should be described in the lexicon, as it cannot be determined only on the basis of the valency structure of predicates, while the operation itself is regular enough to be described by rules contained in the grammar.
Reciprocity in Deep Structures. In the deep syntactic structure of reciprocal constructions, the number and type of valency complementations of a predicate are preserved. However, the mapping of semantic participants onto valency complementations is changed: two semantic participants, which -in contrast to reflexivity -refer to distinct referents, are symmetrically mapped onto valency complementations. This complex mapping is then reflected as a coreferential link between the valency complementations involved in reciprocity. Let us demonstrate the complex mapping of semantic participants onto valency complementations on the syntactic reciprocal predicates from the same derivational family, the verb vděčit 'to owe, to be grateful', the noun vděk 'gratitude', and the adjective vděčný 'grateful'. All these predicates evoke three semantic participants: 'Experiencer', 'Addressee', and 'Reason'. With the verb and the noun, these participants are mapped onto their ACT, ADDR, and PAT, respectively, see the valency frames in (17) and (19). In contrast, with the adjective, only 'Addressee' and 'Reason' can be syntactically structured as its ADDR and PAT, respectively, see the valency frame in (21); 'Experiencer' occurs in the deep structure either as the governor of the adjective, or as ACT of the copula verbs být 'to be' and stávat se / stát se 'to become' with the adjective (see Section 3 as well).
With these three predicates, participants 'Experiencer' and 'Addressee' can be involved in reciprocity.
In such a case, with the verb and the noun, both 'Experiencer' and 'Addressee' are mapped onto ACT and at the same time onto ADDR, see the scheme of this mapping in Figure 4 , examples (18) and (20) and their simplified dependency trees in Figure 3a and 3b ; with the adjective, the complex mapping involves ADDR from the valency frame of the adjective and either the governor of the adjective, or ACT of the copula verbs být 'to be' and stávat se / stát se 'to become' with the given adjective, see the scheme in Figure 4 , examples (22a-b) and the simplified tree of example (22a) in Figure 3c .
(17) vděčit imp f 'to owe, to be grateful': ACTnom ADDR dat PAT za+acc,dcc Figure 4 : The scheme of the mapping of semantic participants of the verb vděčit 'to owe, to be grateful', the noun vděk 'gratitude', and the adjective vděčný 'grateful' onto valency complementations and surface positions (the solid line depicts unreciprocal structures, the dashed line illustrates reciprocal structures).
Reciprocity in Surface Structures. With reciprocal verbs and nouns, the operation of reciprocalization involves two surface syntactic positions provided by the reciprocalized valency complementations. With reciprocal adjectives, only one surface position provided by the adjectival complementation is available; the second position is typically outside the adjectival structure, given by the governor of adjectives or by ACT of copula verbs. 14 The syntactically more prominent surface position is pluralized; it can be filled with plural nouns, coordination, see example (18), and collective nouns (e.g., třída 'class', družstvo 'team', posádka 'crew'). With verbs, the more prominent position is mostly the position of subject, less frequently the position of direct object. 15 With nouns, it is represented by the attribute position corresponding to the subject (or direct object) position with their base verbs. With adjectives, the more prominent position is the surface position external to adjectival structure.
For example, with the verb vděčit 'to owe, to be grateful' and the noun vděk 'gratitude', with which ACT and ADDR are involved in reciprocity, the pluralized more prominent position is given by ACT; this ACT contributes subject to the verbal structure, see example (18), and the corresponding attribute position to the nominal structure (20) . In contrast, with the adjective vděčný 'grateful', the pluralized position is outside the adjectival structure; typically the governor of the adjective or ACT of a copula verb are pluralized, examples (22a-b).
The less prominent surface position is either deleted from the surface, or if expressed, it can be filled with the reflexive pronoun, or with the expression jeden druhý 'each other', both coreferential with the expression in the more prominent position. 16 The surface expression of the less prominent position is primarily conditioned by (i) morphemic forms of the valency complementation providing the given position and by (ii) a part-of speech of a reciprocal predicate. First, if the valency complementation has the prepositional form s+Instr, it is systematically deleted from the surface, regardless of the part-of-speech of its governor; see the valency frame and example of the verb cítit 'to sympathize' (23), the frame and the example of the noun soucit 'sympathy' (24), and the frame and the example of the adjective soucitný 'sympathetic' (25). Second, if the valency complementation providing the less prominent position has the form of the prepositionless dative or accusative, it can have either the clitic form, or the long form, depending on its position in a sentence and a part of speech of the predicate; with verbs, both forms are available, see example (18), while with nouns and adjectives, only the long forms of the reflexive pronoun are possible, see esp. (Dvořak, 2017) . 17 Last, if the valency complementation giving the less prominent position has other forms than the prepositionless dative or accusative, only the long forms of the reflexive are available, see examples (20), (24b), (25b).
Conclusion
In this paper, we have addressed reflexives in Czech, with an emphasis on the reflexive pronoun. We have proposed their analysis in the Functional Generative Description, supported by data provided in the 15 In Czech, the direct object position as the more prominent one is mostly involved in reciprocalization with lexical reciprocal verbs. For example, with the lexical reciprocal verb spojovat / spojit 'to combine' with the valency frame ACTnom ADDR s+instr PATacc EFF do+gen,v+acc , reciprocalization affects ADDR and PAT, the more prominent position thus being represented by direct object, provided by the accusative PAT (e.g., Hra spojuje rysy PAT komiky a horroru. 'The play combines comedian and horror features PAT .'). 16 The expression jeden druhý 'each other', which unambiguously marks reciprocity, is not discussed here (Kettnerová and Lopatková, 2018a) . 17 In constructions with copula verbs, the clitic form of the reflexive pronoun can occur with adjectives as well, see example (22b). However, these constructions require further attention. VALLEX lexicon and in the syntactically annotated Prague Depencency Treebank. We stress the fact that for their adequate representation both components of the language description -the lexicon and the grammar -must be taken into account.
To conclude, our in-depth analysis of deep and surface syntactic properties of Czech reflexive and reciprocal constructions allows us to explicitly formulate the conditions underlying ambiguity between reflexivity and reciprocity, which -to our best knowledge -have not been described yet: (i) the same pair of valency complementations must be affected by reflexivity and reciprocity with a single predicate (as a result, an identical pair of valency complementations are linked by coreference), (ii) the more prominent surface position is represented by the syntactic subject (and the corresponding positions with nouns and adjectives), and (iii) the antecedent of the reflexive pronoun is plural.
